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(continued from PM No. 115. p. 6)
Omitted from that issued. in this space:

The First National Bank of Parco (town is now Sinclair) was the only
new national bank chartered in Wyoming during the agricultural depres-
sion of the 1920s. It did not issue notes and was liquidated in 1927,
three years after it was chartered.
(Wyoming State Archives, Museums and Historical Department photo.)

THE WYOMING NATIONAL BANK MASSACRE OF 1924

STATE BANK STATISTICS

I F things looked bleak on the national bank front in
Wyoming during the early 1920s, they were nothing short
of horrendous for the state and private banks (Figures 4

and 5). As shown in Figure 4, the purge involving the state
supervised banks began in 1920 and lasted well into the 1930
depression years with but a slight lull in 1928 and 1929.
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Figure 5. Total resources of state banks, private banks. and savings
banks, and trust companies in Wyoming between 1911 and

60 1936. Reporting dates vary within the years shown
(Wyoming State Examiner, periodic; Comptroller of the
Currency, various dates).
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Figure 4. Numbers of state banks, private banks, savings banks,
and trust companies operating in Wyoming between 1911
and 1936. Reporting dates vary within the years shown
(Wyoming State Examiner, periodic: Comptroller of the
Currency, various dates).

On February 28, 1920, the Wyoming State Examiner report-
ed a record 110 state and private banks (Wyoming State Ex-
aminer, periodic). This number continued to grow with the
charter of five more banks before May 4, 1920. However,
during that short period two banks went out of business through
liquidations or mergers. The number of active state and private
banks therefore stood at 113. a record figure that would hold
only through the first week of September.

During June, 1920, a harbinger of events to come descended
when the Bank of Arvada failed. This marked Wyoming's first
bank failure since December, 1903 (Hoffman, 1920). Between
February 20, 1920 and December 31, 1927, a grand total of
133 state and private banks would engage in business in
Wyoming (Wyoming State Examiner, periodic). But the grim
reaper had already arrived with a voracious appetite in 1920,
and would begin dropping his checkered flag over no less than
seventy six (57 percent) of these institutions within the next
seven years (see Table 3). Forty-seven of the seventy six
closings were outright failures. not counting three banks that
failed but later reopened. The remaining twenty nine left
through mergers or liquidations.
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Osage
Riverton
Sheridan
Thermopolis
Upton
Van Tassell

1925
Baggs
Burns
Hudson
Lavoye
Shawnee
Sheridan
Sheridan
Shoshoni
Ten Sleep

Osage State Bank
First State Bank
Citizens' State Bank
Thermopolis State Bank
Bank of Upton
Bank of Van Tassell

First State Bank
Burns State Bank
Farmers and Mechanics Bank
Bank of Salt Creek
Bank of Shawnee
Sheridan Banking Co .
Sheridan County Savings Co.
Shoshoni State Bank
Stockgrowers' Bank
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F

F - May 15
F - June 10
F - July 9

F - Jan. 27
C

F - Jan. 17

C
C
F

1926
Freedom
Glendo
Lost Springs
Pine Bluffs
Saratoga

Freedom State Bank
Glendo State Bank
Citizens State Bank
Pine Bluffs State Bank
Stockgrower's State Bank
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Table 3. Wyoming State Banks that went out of business during the
eight years 1920 to 1927. F—failure: C—consolidated with
another bank; L-liquidated. Sources of data include
Cheyenne Leader (19246), Hoffman (1922). Wyoming
State Examiner (periodic, various dates-a).

Reason and

Town
	

Bank
	

Date if
known

1920
Arvada
Casper
Hanna
Lusk
Meeteetse
Otto
Ross

1921
Dayton
Garland
Gillette
Guernsey
Kaycee
Moorcroft
Moorcroft
Powell
Rock River
Slater
Sun dance
Upton

1922
Basin
Cheyenne
Frannie
Greybull
Kane
Manville

1923
Big Piney
Buffalo
Chugwater
Dixon
LaGrange
Lusk
Medicine Bow
Ranchester
Sheridan
Wheatland

1924
Buffalo
Carpenter
Cheyenne
Clearmont
Cowley
Douglas
Ft. Laramie
Glenrock
Guernsey
Hillsdale
Kaycee
Keeline
Lavoye
Lingle
Manderson
Newcastle

Bank of Arvada
Citizens State Bank
Carbon State Bank
Bank of Lusk
State Bank of Meeteetse
Otto State Bank
LeRoy Moore. Banker

The Dayton Bank
Garland State Bank
Citizen's State Bank
Guernsey State Bank
Powder River State Bank
Moorcroft Bank
People's Bank
Farmer's State Bank
Rock River State Bank
Farmers' State Bank
Citizens' Bank
Citizens State Bank

Big Horn County Bank
Wyoming Trust and Savings Bank
Bank of Frannie
Commercial Bank
First State Bank
Bank of Manville

Marbleton State Bank
Stockgrowers Bank
State Bank of Chugwater
Stockgrowers' Bank
Stockgrowers State Bank
Wyoming State Bank
Stockmen's State Bank
Ranchester State Bank
Sheridan Trust and Farmers Bank
Platte County State Bank

Johnson County Bank
Bank of Carpenter
Cheyenne State Bank
Clearmont State Bank
Cowley State Bank
Commercial Bank and Trust Co.
Ft. Laramie State Bank
Bank of Glenrock
Commercial State Bank
Hillsdale State Bank
First State Bank
Bank of Keeline
Salt Creek State Bank
Lingle State Bank
Manderson State Bank
Weston County Bank

F
C or L
C or L
F
F - Dec 22
C or L
C or L

C or L
F
F
F
F - Oct. 20
F - Aug. 5
F - Oct. 29
C or L
C or L
C or L
C or L
F - Oct. 27

F - May 15
C or L

C or L

C

F - July 5

F - June 14

F

C
F - Feb 17

F - Sep. 10
F - July 9
F - Dec. 10
F - Apr. 23
F - July 9

F - July 9
F - Nov. 24
F - July 10

F - Dec. 10
F - May 25
F - Feb. 2

1927
Dubois
	

Amoretti, Helmer and Co.
Encampment Encampment State Bank
Greybull
	

First State Bank
Riverton
	

Farmers' State Bank
Shoshoni
	

First State Bank

The appetite of the reaper remained unsatiated, and failures
in the state banking system continued to wreak havoc through
the mid-1930s. Thousands of depositors found their funds tied
up in receiverships that paid dividends slowly and returned only
fractions of the original deposits. By the end of 1927, the 1920
total of 113 state and private banks was decimated to fifty seven:
by the end of 1936 the total was down to thirty two (Wyoming
State Examiner, periodic).

AGRICULTURAL BOOM

The major impact of World War I on the frontier state of
Wyoming was an unprecedented boom in agriculture. The
number of cattle almost doubled between 1914 and 1918
(Larson, 1977, p. 134), and prices went through the roof. By
1920, steers were selling for $150 per head. Another factor
contributing to the boom was the fact that Wyoming was still
open to homesteading. In fact, incentives to homestead nonir-
rigable lands were increased by an Act dated February 19,
1909, which doubled the free land available under the original
1862 Homestead Act to 320 acres (Larson, 1977, p. 134). As
prices for grains began their spiraling climb in response to the
war effort, dryland homesteaders found it profitable to plant
crops such as wheat.

The boom was fueled by feverish speculation in banking and
real estate. The inflation in agricultural commodities, coupled
with euphoria that prosperity was here to stay, created a climate
where banks loaned readily to dryland homesteaders on the
promise of continued production. and to stockmen on vastly
inflated range stocks that now heavily populated the state.
Dozens of new banks were organized on shoestrings in order to
capitalize these ventures. Inflation multiplied the values of the
land, stock and grain resources. which could be credited on the
positive side of bank ledgers as collateral against loans.
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THE BUBBLE BURSTS

The overheated frontier economy had sufficient momentum
that it careened unabated for a year after the armistice on
November 11, 1918. However. after the war several factors
converged. Among them were hoards of returned soldiers
thrust into an economy totally unprepared for their return. No
massive federal programs awaited them to ensure their orderly
assimilation into their homeland economy. Unemployment
became a major concern. A major shock was the shattered
European economy. Left to its own devices, the recovery of the
devastated European economy floundered. Without even a hint
of prosperity in Europe. that major agricultural market dried up
overnight. By the end of 1920, the peak of prosperity had
passed, and American agriculture in general, and western agri-
culture in particular, began reeling from the severe contraction
as overproduced agricultural commodities competed with
themselves for a seemingly bottomless floor.

John T. McDonald, eastern Wyoming banker, lamented in

his 1924 address as president of the Wyoming Bankers Asso-
ciation, that Wyoming $150 steers fell to $60, cows went from
$75 to $25, choice farmland from $250 to $75 an acre, and
Torrington potatoes were a glut at forty cents per hundred lbs
(McDonald. 1925). In retrospect. McDonald's anxiety was par-
ticularly poignant. Every one of the banks in which he held a
major interest was gone by the end of the year. including the
flagship of the chain, the First National Bank of Torrington.

During this period bankers left records, and we feel sympathy
with the plight (Henderson, 1925). But what of the farmers who
plowed the eastern Wyoming prairie in response to patriotic
urgings and profit incentives during the war years? Many, faced
with bank loans based on boom land and commodity prices,
and sales of crops at below cost, quietly walked away from their
farms, a precursor of the great midwestern migration that would
occur in the next decade. Wyoming bankers were left holding
the bag, and they searched frantically for scapegoats.

BANKS GO UNDER

On the front page of the Wednesday, July 9, 1924, Wyoming
State Leader of Cheyenne, is the second level headline
announcing Two National Banks Closed in Cheyenne." The
casualties were the First National Bank of Cheyenne, which was
the first National bank chartered in Wyoming. and Citizens
National Bank of Cheyenne. George Abbott, president of the
First National, stated in an interview that there were three
reasons for his failure: (1) depreciation in cattle, agricultural
commodities, and land; (2) excessive taxation (sound familiar);
and (3) the policy of his bank of going to the aid of other
faltering banks in the region. Faltering they were, for the next
day the Leader reported the closing of four more Wyoming state
banks, and one in a nearby town in Colorado.

Other reasons for the economic blight were advanced. R.W.
Collins (1925), in addressing the Wyoming Bankers Asso-
ciation, saw roots of the problem in the dry summer of 1919 and
severe winter that followed (see Figure 6). He concluded that
this stunned the agricultural sector, a reverse that was com-
pounded with the bad luck of falling prices. In his address he
also complained of the inadequacy of bank examinations, both
state and national, which could have aided the banker. Collins
stated with regard to the national bank examiners: "They were
not qualified to give us the words of caution that most of us
needed at the time." The words of caution that Collins, the

Arthur K. Lee lost two National Banks during the agricultural
depression of the 1920s.
(Photo from Peterson (1915). courtesy American Heritage Center,
University of Wyoming.)

experienced Wyoming banker, wanted from the examiners
were in his words: "Had our loans of 1919 and 1920 been
based on livestock values covering a period of years, had the
loans been made only to men who understood the business and
who were equipped to properly take care of their stock, had we
always kept in mind normal values in place of the inflated values
of the period, we would have escaped the headaches that came
to us."

The perspective of State Bank Examiner Newlin (1918) was
one of foresight in 1918. He recommended legislation forcing
directors of state banks to own at least 5 percent of the capital
stock of their banks rather than the current 1 percent. thus
encouraging them to look after their investments more seriously.
He also favored a law that prohibited officers and directors from
borrowing amounts in excess of 10 percent of the capital and
surplus of their banks.

The word "surplus" was missing from the vocabularies of
many state bankers. It was common practice for state banks to
declare dividends to shareholders, which wiped out all accumu-
lated surpluses. Newlin wanted to see a provision whereby
banks would over a period of time, be forced to accumulate
surpluses amounting to at least 50 percent of the capital, thus
protecting depositors from the full risks of bad debts.
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Arthur K. Lee was president of both of these banks in 1924, and his signature appears on both notes. The
First National Bank of Basin went into receivership in June, 1924, and the National Bank of Commerce of
Casper was liquidated and consequently merged with the Wyoming Trust Company of Casper a month
later.

0

Figure 6. Annual precipitation at three agricultural centers in
Wyoming between 1918 and 1940. Notice the sharp
declines in 1919-1920 and 1924. which intensified insta-
bilities in banks in those regions. Data from Wyoming
Water Center (undated).

In 1920 State Examiner R.J. Hoffman reiterated these legis-
lative pleas, further requesting that the banks pay a fee for ex-
aminations, thus facilitating the duties of his department in

supervising the banks (Hoffman, 1920). By the time of Hoff-
man's report. the dry summer of 1919 and bad winter of 1920
were history, and he reports: "The banks throughout the state
have been placed under a severe strain in order to meet the
credit demands of their customers. They were obliged to finance
them in shipping stock into other states where feed was availbale
and in buying feed at high prices for stock held in the state. As a
consequence, the banks were obliged to strain their credit to
limit and borrowed large amounts through rediscounts and bills
payable. About half the state banks have been running on low
reserves during the present year."

By the time Hoffman filed his 1922 biennial report in Oc-
tober, he had seen eleven bank failures, only one from his pre-
ceding biennium. He could only report (Hoffman. 1922): "This
period has undoubtedly been one of the hardest through which
the banks of this state have ever gone. . . . The experiences of
this department for the last two years have brought out many
weaknesses of our present banking laws. . ." He recom-
mended: (1) increasing capital required to organize a state bank
from $10,000 to $25.000, (2) placing a limit on the amount of
business that could be conducted by banks based on capital in-
vested, (3) fixing limits on the rediscounting of assets and prac-
tice of endorsing paper "without recourse," (4) requiring that of-
ficers and employees furnish security bonds, and (5) making it
impossible for a stockholder to sell his stock in a failing bank in
an effort to escape liability. The previous calls for legislation to
create surplus accounts and restrict loans to officers and direc-
tors were again reiterated.
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It is unfortunate that I was unable to locate the State
Examiner's reports for years 1923 and 1924 when the banking
system of Wyoming imploded. Such an insider's perspective
could have added greatly to this story.

The fact is that banking in Wyoming, both state and national,
suffered enormous damage. The crunch focused on banks
heavily extended to the eastern dryland farmers and banks
throughout the state which carried stockgrowers involved in
both cattle and sheep. The burden fell dominantly on under-
capitalized rural banks, and heavily on banks formed during the
rising curve of the World War I years. National banks as well as
state banks in similar circumstances suffered equally.

Wyoming Bankers Association president McDonald, on the
eve of his own tragic bank failures, was driven to new insights.
He observed: "The past three annual meetings of this Associa-
tion have been filled with lugubrius moans of the deflated, those
in course of deflation, and those about to be deflated, plus the
loud assurances of wise men out of the East that deflation is
good for the soul, and that a little hair of the dog that bit it will
cure the pain... ." (McDonald. 1925). McDonald went on with
wry cynicism: "It has been said that a period of depression is
nothing more than a state of mind. This saying is supported by
biblical authority: 'As a man thinketh, so is he.' According to this
reasoning, all that we of the Northwest have to do to bring about
an unprecedented era of prosperity is vote Republican, wear a
silly smile and chant sweetly with Coue: 'Every day in every
way, we are getting better and better."' As McDonald spoke on
September 5. 1924, the system upon which he had optimis-
tically built his own house of cards was pulling the rug from
under him.

SURPRISING ALLIANCES

Because banking is a human endeavor, it is never sufficient to
develop a simple list of the banks involved in a period such as
described here. The true fascination comes in discovering who
was involved, how they operated, and who they associated
with. As I began to research the state banks for this article, I
discovered that the existing record is skeletal at best. Missing are
minutes of board meetings that would provide clues to interper-
sonal interactions and motives. Rather we are forced to search
for vague hints—often incomplete—which drop a few names
here and there to titillate our curiosity.

Of the seventy six banks that failed, consolidated or liquidated
during the 1920 to 1926 period, I was able to develop a list of
1920-1921 presidents and cashiers for all but one bank from

state examiner reports (Wyoming State Examiner, various
dates-b: Newlin, 1918, Hoffman, 1920. 1922). I located two
boxes of old, mixed records in the State Examiner's office that
proved to be a real bonanza (Wyoming State Examiner, various
dates-a). These contained incorporation papers for thirty six of
the seventy six deceased 1920-1926 banks and spanned the
years 1894 to 1922. Although these records involved only
about half of the banks of interest, the initial lists of incorporators
and shareholders turned out to be most revealing. In the same
boxes, I discovered charters for thirty one of the seventy six
banks, some for banks other than those represented in the
articles of incorporation. Names and dates gleaned from these
various sources could be compared to national bank data to
help flesh out the total state bank scene (Comptroller of the
Currency, various dates).

In the majority of cases, the state and national banks were
separate entities, each with independent officers and sharehold-
ers. However, in a number of cases I discovered similar lists of
shareholders, interlocking officers, and surprising alliances
between members of distinctly different groups of bankers
joining in new ventures. In the terse summaries that follow,
please realize that the findings are based on the incomplete data
developed from the sources cited above. Therefore, we see only
a minimum picture.

HENRY S. CLARKE JR. AND ASSOCIATES

On October 6, 1908, Henry S. Clarke Jr., John T. Mc-
Donald, and E.P. Perry organized the First National Bank of
Torrington. It appears that this was the first bank that they
became involved with in Wyoming, so the bank would serve as
the flagship for their future chain. Torrington is located along the
North Platte River just west of the Nebraska state line and is the
center of a large farming region comprised of both dryland and
irrigated crop land. This district in my opinion was the most
seriously impacted of the boom-bust agricultural fortunes to
come.

Clarke, apparently always in the company of McDonald, and
ususally with Perry. founded or gained a controlling interest in
the following state banks: Torrington State Bank, Lingle State
Bank, Fort Laramie State Bank. Commercial State Bank of
Guernsey, and finally the Cheyenne State Bank. With the
exception of the Cheyenne State Bank. each of these enter-
prises was situated in towns along U.S. Highway 26 where it
parallels the North Platte River just west of Torrington.

The First National Bank
of Torrington was the
flagship of the H.S.
Clarke Jr. banking chain
in the North Platte Valley
of eastern Wyoming.
This note is signed by
J. T. McDonald who
served as vice president
of the bank and presi-
dent of the Wyoming
Bankers Association just
before the bank failed in
1924.

(Continued on p. 81)
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MORE ON THE 1923
SILVER CERTIFICATES

by Robert H. Lloyd

W
E all enjoyed reading "Series 1923 One Dollar
Silver Certificate Changeovers" by Robert M.
Lane in the Jan.-Feb. issue of Paper Money.

Perhaps I can add a bit on the prefix letters of this series.

When it came time to print the first run of these notes, the
same machines were used for numbering as were used for the
1899s. All of the 15 letters of the previous series were used
again except the "B" and the "U". The B prefix was not used
because that would have made a block "B-B". The reason why
the B-B block was not used is due to the fact that this block was
used circa 1912 when the second run of serials started: A-A,
B-B, D-D, etc. It was the policy of the Bureau not to duplicate
serial numbers and letters on the same denomination. The digits
could be the same, but not the prefixes and suffixes. Thus it was
quite possible to identify a note of known denomination by the
serial alone. A study of the serials of 1899 and 1923 will show
no duplication of serials on same denomination. The Star-Bs of
1899 became star-Ds of 1923.

The U block was used on the 1899s in the first and second
serial runs, but was not used on the last runs (suffix-A), nor was
it used on the 1923 series. The blocks of 1899 certificates were
listed in PAPER MONEY some years ago by this writer, and
were further researched in another publication by Walter Breen.

The W was not used on the 1899 serials, hence no W was
readily available for the 1923 series. Thus, the 1923s go from
V99 999 999B to X 1 B, and again later from V-D to X-D. The
B, omitted in the first run prefixes, reappeared in the second run
B-D block, and at last as B-E when the printing ceased.

In the early years of this century it was often the practice of the
Bureau to start new block numbers when newly appointed treas-
ury officials took office. Thus, a current block would be incom-
plete, falling short of 99,999,999; very short indeed on higher
denominations. The largest incompletion on $1 bills seems to be
the block D-D, circa 1912. Newly appointed Carmi A. Thomp-
son left the U.S. Treasury Department to go to the Philippines
as an executive, so the Napier-Thompson bills were stopped
after a very small printing. However, the names continued for
years on national currency, for small banks chartered at that
time used their plates until they became worn. This short D-D
block was followed by E-E, and here the old Napier-McClung
names were continued, going forward with new plate numbers.
This seems to be the only time this reversion happened. Thus,
most of the "splits" in large currency serials seem to be
incomplete blocks or missing serial numbers.

Douglas Murray, in his excellent research, has shown us
"non-existent" serials in the last days of the large currency. Time
was saved by starting numbers with 8 digits, instead of beginning
with "1"; example 10,000,001. It was not necessary to reset the
machine several times by moving the prefix to the left to
accommodate the growing number. We all regret the loss of the
low serials. On small size currency this problem never appeared.
From the beginning they were numbered with many zeros; A00
000 001A to A09 999 999A.

Attention is called to the statement in paragraph 6 on page
30: "The note would receive the signatures on the second print-
ing". On large size notes the signatures and the "series" were
engraved in the plate from the very start, and thus were there on
the first printing. Second and later operations would be serials
and seals. Only on the small notes would there be a "second
printing" consisting of signatures and series, starting with Series
1935-A and ending with 1963-A. By using a logotype of U.S.
Treasury names in letter-press printing, changes could more
speedily be placed on currency using the existing plates. This
practice made changeovers very rare. The practice was
abandoned with Series 1963-B, the Barr notes, when names
and series were again engraved in the plate.

In regard to changeovers, it was Bureau policy to get the
maximum use out of the plates; no matter that treasury officials
had just left office. New and old plates could be on the presses at
the same time, for the demand for currency had increased after
the war. Thus, in the third run of 1899 $1 certificates,
changeovers became much more common. This writer
discovered one in the D-A block in 1920, and they occur in
blocks E-A, H-A, K-A, M-A and N-A. But few collectors, not
even my good friends Blake and Grinnell, gave much attention
to them.

The 1923 Series gave us another opportunity to seek change-
overs when the Register H.V. Speelman left office, and shortly
later Frank White, the Treasurer, resigned. Thus, from V-D to
B-E, any hoards found should be carefully observed before they
are sold off as singles.

This field deserves more research. We congratulate Mr. Lane
on his good work, and wish him good hunting.	 ■

1924 Massacre (Continued from p. 72)

The Torrington State Bank, their selfmade competitor to the
First National, did not fail, but rather it went out of business in
the winter of 1918-1919. I presume it finally merged with the
First National Bank. All the banks in the chain were rather
modest in terms of total resources for their settings, including the
First National Bank of Torrington. Each was feeding off the
speculative boom in agriculture taking place in the Platte Valley.
I interpret the move to acquire control over the Cheyenne State
Bank as a sign of growing confidence as these men rode to the
crest of the boom.

The post-1920 deflation in agriculture seriously depleted
reserves, and suddenly in 1924 Wyoming was overtaken by one
of its worst drought years on record (see Figure 6). Depositors
began to panic as they realized that banks containing their funds
could not realize on loans.

The Fort Laramie State Bank disappeared early in 1924. I do
not know its fate. The Lingle State and Cheyenne State banks
went into receiverships on December 10, 1924. The First
National Bank of Torrington failed and was placed in receiver-
ship on December 16. The Commercial State Bank of Guernsey
was also gone by the end of December but how and why
remains a mystery. I presume it failed along with the others in
mid-December. J.T. McDonald, president of the Wyoming
Bankers Association, was no longer in banking.

(To be continued)
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